The worry is that sometimes the tried and tested stuff gets you the results.
Improvement

Technique
Improvement strategy
Data triangulation
We will look at [the data] and if there's any concerns to start with... then my job will be to really cross-reference it with any of the other data that we have in the organisation. So if ...some statistically significant change has happened, then I'll be looking and saying, "Right do we have any complaints or compliments around this area? Do we have any friends and family test data about it? Is this actually an anomaly or, you know, is something that we're seeing across the board?" I drill all [the data] down and then to make sense of it for the teams. we're saying, "Are we visibly reassuring and why are we visibly reassuring?" as kind of an example of one of the values and that's the approach that we've now shifted much more towards because we think, as I say, we contract the values and we can start delivering against those values, we should see some shift.
Competition for innovations
One of the things we're developing at the moment is a competition for staff and teams so the idea is that wards and teams, doesn't have to be clinical, come up with a patient experience improvement idea at very high-level. We've then got some… respected businessmen locally that have said that they'd like to be involved with helping so they'll go along and talk to the ward and help develop that into much more of a plan. We'll then have a presentation…where the top two or three come and do a bit of a presentation to some people and then the one that comes out top, we'll give up to £10,000 to pay for that improvement idea and automatically it's going into next year's quality account.
Packs for better ward comfort
So we've come up with, and we're just about to pilot it, something from America. It's a quiet pack and it's a little pack that we give to patients-it's a bit like you get on an aeroplane. It's got an eye mask in it; it's got a lip balm in it; it's got Sudoku in it; it's got a crossword in it; it's got a pencil in it and some paper. On the basis of actually at home if you can't sleep and you pick up a book and read it, you soon fall asleep. Actually, if you try and do something you soon fall asleep. If you are worried about something, we always say to people, if you are worried write it down but actually we don't give people in hospital pens and paper to write it down so at home we'd say that if you can't sleep write it down and park it until morning.
Including experience in inductions
To try and get staff engaged in actually how do you drive forward experience it's really quite difficult. Here, you know, people have come here as a member of staff expecting to work at a world-class place as well so you've got much more ability to say to staff, you know, "We expect you to deliver a word- we've linked it to the NICE quality standards, to the CQC so we code it all. We also have managed to do text to phone, so we have patient voices coming in. They give consent for us to share [their feedback], so we can email them round the trust. We can use it so when people walk into induction they hear the patient voices, you know, responding to the Friends and Family Test so you can then link it. Identifying priority questions What we've done is we've recently rewritten our performance report around patient experience and we've dropped an awful lot of metrics and there's about ten questions I think-there's about ten killer questions that if we nail all of those ten that will make sure that all of our values have been worked upon and if those ten questions are good, our values must be good and therefore everything else must fall into place. So rather than chasing everything, we decide if we get those right, our values must be right and if our values are right then we must improve otherwise our values are wrong.
